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APPENDIX to
Resolution to Restore the Public’s Confidence in
Arlington County Governance
Disclaimer:

This appendix to the Resolution to Restore the Public’s Confidence in Arlington County Governance
provides examples submitted from residents across the county substantiating the statements in the
resolution.
The Arlington Way is a process by which the Arlington elected government gathers input and feedback
from Arlingtonians and builds consensus based on citizens’ concerns and ideas. Residents from all over
the county provided the following examples. Many of the contributors are longtime community and
county leaders while others just recently started to participate in the Arlington process only to find out
that it does not currently work for the community.
The documentation provided by residents include voice and video recordings, links, news articles,
emails, screenshots of public forum and social media discussions, County records, as well as personal
accounts of what transpired during a meeting or event. The examples provided by residents have been
edited for their length, formatting and to provide consistency with the resolution.

1. Whereas, for decades the Arlington County had an established, bottom-up process to make
decisions, frequently called the “Arlington Way”;

2. Whereas, in this process Arlington residents had a meaningful seat at the decision-making table,
which resulted in robust community discussion, producing consensus-driven outcomes that have
made Arlington one of the most sought-after places to live in the nation.

2.1. The Clarendon sector plan established in 2016 prioritized open space as one of the most

important community benefits, to make high density apartment living possible with community
input considered and reflected in the Plan. See 3.2.1 example for community elements in the
2016 plan versus the 2022 version.

3. Whereas, the current community engagement methods have fundamentally changed, where far-

reaching decisions are made without incorporating substantive resident input or broad community
consensus

3.1. Dismissing widespread community input
3.1.1. The Pentagon City Sector Plan Although more than 2,400 individuals opposed the

county’s proposed plan citing significant issues, over one hundred individuals testified
opposing the plan in several County meetings and at the February 2022 Arlington County
Board monthly meeting, two civic associations voted on resolutions to not approve the
plan due to its questionable impact on the community, hundreds of people wrote to the
County Board, and experts testified that this Plan would be detrimental to equity and
livability, the county voted 5-0 to move the Pentagon City Sector Plan offering no
acknowledgment of dissenting opinions.
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The County Board did not address the issues or even extend the engagement period for
the many thousands of people who just only learned about the project at the very end of
the process

3.2. Unilaterally reneging on plans made through community consensus
3.2.1. The Clarendon sector plan established in 2016 prioritized open space as one of the

most important community benefits, to make high density apartment living possible. The
2016 plan included 50,000 square foot park on Irving St. The open space was negotiated in
return for the massive increase in height and density.
During the revisions of the plans that followed between 2016 and 2022, the open space
vanished.
2016
Designed to be an urban village with
attention to step backs, setbacks, building
facades and height/density for example 55’
along roads tapering up to 110’.

2022
Step backs and tapering ELIMINATED.
Joyce motors site is now planned to be
one massive wall on 10th and on Irving
for example. County staff requested
height increases beyond even what the
developers were asking for, and got it.

Required extraordinary community
benefits for developers to get to max
height and density.

New plan does not specify ANY
additional community benefits for the
massive award of height and density.

A months-long negotiation across all
Arlington constituencies. Affordable
housing, parks, LRPC, staff, neighborhoods
and others.

Staff and developer presentation did
not incorporate any input from
constituents.

Significant changes from the original plan with significant increases and elimination of
originally planned community benefits. Despite entreaties from all adjoining
neighborhoods and the Parks Department, the original park was eliminated from the plan.
The developers received additional height and density beyond even the massive increase
in 2016. Residents’ input and concerns not taken into account.

3.3. Processes are often approved without consensus, outreach and even an understanding of
what it was trying to accomplish.

The Residential Parking Program (RPP) changes were not broadly communicated with the public. The
County mailed a mass mailing to all residents about approved changes.
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County Staff Review began in summer of 2017 1. The county-planned Spring 2020
deliberative dialogue with residents was cancelled because of COVID-19 2. The County told
residents that it would be inequitable to hold online forums. A virtual Q&A session in
October 2020 was the only public dialogue with residents to take place after the proposal
was released.
The County Board proceeded to advertise the plan at the December 2020 meeting and
took action on February 20, 2021, to overhaul and adopt changes to the program. On the
day of the vote, the Board did respond to the community uproar and eliminated the
proposed 2-hour paid parking on residential streets component, but the eligible parking
permits for a typical home were reduced prejudicing against multi-generational homes
and giving an inequitable preference to group homes by differentiating eligibility for
passes. Fees also were increased.
The County Board attempted to place it in an equity framework and claimed that the
community had a 50-50 split on this issue without any evidence. At the public hearing, 19
of the 20 speakers spoke against the RPP proposal. “Some people will be unhappy no
matter how we do this program,” Board Chair Libby Garvey said. “The people who might
benefit from this in terms of apartment buildings aren’t here.” “Aurora Highlands has been
well-represented in the public comments,” Board member Matt de Ferranti said. 3
Community is dissatisfied that such a major change was not better communicated. Such a
wide-reaching change was deserving of additional public outreach prior to approval.

3.4. County board wants the community to reduce expectations of engagement/ input/ concerns
addressed in County process

3.4.1. At the December 14, 2021 Recessed Board Meeting, Libby Garvey stated that there was
a major disconnect between the expectation of people and County expectations related to
when and how to engage with the community when the topic is something the community
will not be able to influence anyway. The Board discussed the need for “Arlington Way
2.0” to reduce expectations. 4

Arlington Transit Operations and Maintenance Facility, insignificant community opportunity
engagement. In September 2020, the County Board addressed the award of a contract for the planning
and design of the Arlington Transit Operations and Maintenance Facility. County board and staff
informed the community that "public engagement" would be limited to only the "aesthetic elements of
the buildings and perimeter treatments."

https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Projects/RPPReview
https://www.arlnow.com/2021/02/22/county-board-approves-new-residential-permit-parking-program/
3
https://www.arlnow.com/2020/12/18/public-hearing-on-residential-parking-program-deferred-to-february/
4
https://youtube.com/watch?v=DWJ-nOGt-6Y&feature=share&si=EMSIkaIECMiOmarE6JChQQ&t=2767
1
2
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3.5. Arlington’s lack of inclusivity, transparency and addressing the needs and concerns of
residents are widespread.

3.5.1. Comments about process failures have become commonplace and pervasive in public
forums.
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Despite repeated concerns about the lack of
incorporating residents’ input, the County Board has
not made any improvements to the engagement
process. Instead, the County has placed further
restrictions on resident participation, see Section 12
of the resolution.

3.6. The County is not listening to the Community.
3.6.1. Civilian Review Board (later renamed the Community Oversight Board). The NAACP

was forced to go to a news organization (WJLA) because “To date, we have not heard back
from the county manager, we being the NAACP nor has Arlington for Justice and many
others, heard back from them about our recommendation and that's concerning.” WJLA
used a Christian Dorsey quote from a County Board meeting saying “…if we short-circuit,
direct the Manager to alter his recommendations to fit with the views of some, then it
discredits the opportunity to discuss it with all and it also undermines the capability of
professional people to provide us with their best advice.” 5
The County Board made local news because the community was forced to escalate the
problem in order to be heard.

3.6.2. Attempts to raise affordable housing Area Median Income (AMI) from 60% to 80%.

Columbia Heights, NAACP, Penrose, Douglas Park, elected officials, and other community
advocates fought against county staff attempt to raise affordable housing Area Median
Income (AMI) from 60% to 80% thresholds. County withdrew amendment to Columbia
Pike Neighborhoods Form Based Code (N-FBC) October 2020. See links for letters,
testimony, and other materials 6
Comments from the community:
• “Affordable housing tools should benefit the vulnerable. The County Board cannot
credibly address racial and economic equity while promoting the displacement of
so many of our neighbors on Columbia Pike, known as “‘the world in a zip code.’”
“By using county standards, you are destroying the very diversity you claim to
support. “Protect our most vulnerable residents who don’t have time to come to
myriad of meetings or be a commissioner.” County policies should be raised to
meet our Columbia Pike standards, not pushing Columbia Pike to lower ours.”

https://wjla.com/news/local/arlington-civilian-review-board-police-department
https://columbiaheightsva.org/group-letter-opposing-n-fbc-amendment/ and CB meeting, item #47:
https://arlington.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=2&clip_id=3808
5
6
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With enormous effort from the community, the County had to keep Columbia Pike
standards for 60% AMI on affordable housing and developer density bonuses despite
county staff attempts to change that.

3.6.3. Pentagon City Sector Plan: Community, Civic Association, and a 22202 resident survey

all demand an increase in green space and dedicated casual use space.
3.6.3.1.
Pentagon City Study Open Space group, April 26, 2021 April 26, 2021,
Pentagon City Study Open Space group,
• Community members state,” We need a net increase in open green spaces and
natural areas, “We keep saying that it’s [open green space] is important, but we’re
not seeing that [reflected] in any of the reports.”
• Consultant, “I’m also hearing that you want to see more dedicated public space.
We’re not showing you enough”
• Planning Commissioner and former Parks and Recreation Commissioner, Elizabeth
Gearin, states, “This community has been consistent in wanting more open space.
All 3 Civic Associations have been really clear. They are going to look at very
carefully… why isn’t there a greater increase in the open space, It’s definitely going
to raise a red flag if a site plan that’s being amended that proposes less open space
or accessible in a different way, or lack of easement on it.”
• Consultant summarizes participant comments from the open space group
engagement, “there was a very strong sentiment that expanding public space is
great but it’s all conditional on the fact that there needs to be casual use,
unprogrammed open space because those are needs that are not being meet in
the community. Other big take away is that any net loss of current green space on
private development is a loss of public space even if it’s on private parcels. So that
needs to be taken into account in thinking about how much public space we
need.”
3.6.3.2.
Comment from the Aurora Highlands Civic Association: “the plan lacks
important content that AHCA has raised repeatedly throughout the process. Most
significantly perhaps is the need to plan for adequate publicly funded community
facilities including parks, library, community center and school to meet the needs of
a growing population. In terms of park space, rather than leading to significant new
space such as in the original Pentagon City plan from the 1970s, this plan focuses on
only improving current open space and new additions are generally on the margin.” 7
3.6.3.3.
An Aurora Highlands survey of 22202 residents showed that the greatest thing
needed was open (unprogrammed) park space 8
The result was that staff still refused to insert any acknowledgement of community
need for unprogrammed open space into the Plan and the County Board approved

7
8

https://livability22202.org/wp-content/uploads/Summary-of-Pentagon-City-Plan-and-AHCA-comments.pdf
https://www.jotform.com/report/21132727719705613 (page 7)
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the Plan diminishing the existing publicly accessible green space for residents, while
increasing density by double and triple the current density levels. 9

3.7. County Board turns resident’s public comments which implore inclusivity, transparency, and
consensus-driven engagement and outreach, into attacking statements that residents are
“uncompromising.”

At the September 17, 2022, County Board meeting, a resident’s call for consensus-building as a
true hallmark of true leadership is dismissed and refuted,
Resident’s statements;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“We need a leadership that unites us.”
“With a collaborative approach you get far superior results”
“Citizens and their associations need to be invited back to have a weighted seat at
the table.”
“We your citizens are ready and willing to work with you.”
“Public engagement must be real, not a check-the-box attitude”
“It starts at the top.”
“Surveys must solicit opinions, not limit them.”

Board members were mostly solicitous of her remarks, but Board Vice Chair Christian Dorsey
went on defense, noting the community does not have shared values and so “we are not there
yet on consensus on growth and development.”

3.8. The County does not comply with their own community notification and placard processes.
3.8.1. County construction and lack of notification hinders business and enrages residents

“A construction project along Columbia Pike is causing confusion, congestion, and

outrage near Four Mile Run in Arlington. It's also led to an apology from several top
county leaders, who admit they failed to properly communicate and prepare people for
the changes.

9

https://arlington-analytics.com/papers/OPS22202.pdf
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"I am frustrated we've executed a project so poorly here," said Arlington County Board
Chair Christian Dorsey. "I wanted to make sure that we not only posted signs on the
road itself, we also sent things via social media and would even go door to door to
affected residents, to give people an opportunity to hear about the changes that were
coming and to have their questions answered." 10

3.8.2. Lack of Proper Notification of Use Permits. At the February 2022 Recessed Board

Meeting, it was revealed that 14 previously approved use permits and site plans had to be
reconsidered because the County had not properly notified the required public with onsite placard notifications. 11
The County Board’s actions on items considered without proper placard notification were
void. The Board was forced to properly post the notices and spend time with additional
public hearings to reconsider the items.

3.9. The County does not schedule public engagement opportunities at times which promote
public participation

3.9.1. Scheduling engagement during or near holidays. The Court House Special GLUP Study

process conducted the only Virtual Open House on Thursday, September 1, 2022. This was
the Thursday before Labor Day during a period when even the County Board was on
recess. The online engagement session was scheduled for Dec 14, 2021 – January 9,
2022. 12 This holiday timing limits the ability of people to participate. The feedback on the
Pentagon City Sector Plan was due right after Christmas.

As the result, engagement was limited because many people were still on vacations or
celebrating holidays.

3.10.

There is no independent review of County activities from the County Manager

3.10.1. Arlington County’s Ombudsman is not independent, nor neutral despite the position’s

requirement to be such. The ombudsman is tasked with “handling complaints made
concerning County services or activities”. However, the Ombuds reports to the County
Manager 13, who is able to influence Ombuds outcomes and diminish the Ombuds’ role as a
neutral party to resolve disputes. Per the Oxford English Dictionary, an Ombuds is “an
official appointed to investigate individuals' complaints against maladministration,
especially that of public authorities.”

https://wjla.com/news/local/arlington-county-leaders-apologize-for-construction-confusion-on-columbia-pike
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_wDD9aQGco
12
https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Projects/Plans-Studies/General-Land-Use-Plan/Studies/CourthouseWest
13
https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Departments/CMO/Constituent-Services
10

11
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It is a conflict of interest for the County Manager to oversee this function. In addition, the
County Manager has responsibilities for the Ombuds’ performance evaluation and pay.
Therefore, the County Manager is able to assert influence on outcomes and the Ombuds is
unable to impartially represent the views of the community when there is a dispute with
County policies processes, and/or actions.

3.11.

The County Board has increased reliance on Consent Agenda and Closed-door
meetings with little accountability and delayed availability of minutes.

The County’s September 2022 Regular County Board Meeting had 43 items on Consent Agenda 14. The
items were approved en masse with limited, if any, discussion. In the past, the Community was able to
have an item removed from Consent Agenda. However, current rules allow only a Board Member
remove an item from the Consent Agenda. 15
An increasing number of County actions are being taken with no on-the-record discussion, limiting
transparency. Consent agenda is intended to be used for “non-controversial” topics. However, a lack of
clear criteria means that controversial topics are being added to the Consent Agenda, reducing public
trust in the processes.

3.12.

The County limits their engagement guide to Capital projects

The County has developed a Six Step Guide to Community Engagement for Capital Projects. The Six
Step Guide, if used, helps to ensure that a written project definition is created, stakeholders are
identified, engagement level expectations are defined, engagement and communications strategies are
created and implemented, inputs are reviewed and analyzed, projects are closed out and after-action
reviews are conducted to determine lessons learned. 16
A Community Engagement framework for non-capital projects does not exist though the same concepts
apply. The County has not focused on identifying all stakeholders, engagement levels, how to reach the
whole community, or how to gather lessons learned and regularly continuously improve.
As the result, stakeholders, roles, engagement levels and other items are not always considered. The
level of engagement is not consistently applied across project types. The engagement documents do not
appear to be regularly posted if they are created, even for capital projects.

3.13.

do so.

The County makes it difficult to participate in processes, even if one is actively trying to

September 2022 County Board Agenda:
http://arlington.granicus.com/GeneratedAgendaViewer.php?view_id=2&event_id=1754
15
https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Departments/County-Board/County-Board-Meetings/2022-CountyBoard-Meeting-Procedures
16
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/21/2018/03/Six-StepPublic-Engagement-Guide-for-Capital-Projects.pdf
14
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County’s structure makes it difficult for the community to participate in engagement opportunities,
i.e., short time frames, little notice, one participation time and/or language. There is no set minimum
timeline and method for advertising and promoting public input and participation request. The County
does not list all engagement opportunities on the County’s website,
https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Topics/Engage. As the result community has very short
timeframes to engage or does not receive advance notice to participate in meetings. People who want
to participate are unable to plan (work, childcare, life, transportation) to participate in the meeting,
much less prepare.

4. Whereas, the Arlington County Board frequently dismisses concerns of individuals, civic associations
and its umbrella organization, the Arlington County Civic Federation, which historically played an
integral role in the county’s decision-making processes;

4.1. The County Board and Manager, not addressing safety concerns
4.1.1. Bicyclist killed, County still ignores repeated requests to improve safety at. S. Rolfe,

Queen, Washington Blvd Intersection 17: Arlington View, Penrose, and Columbia Heights
requested improved pedestrian safety and restoration of Rolfe Street bus stop on the East
bound side of Columbia Pike. Walk through held with CB Eric Gutshall and Director of
Transportation, Dennis Leach November 30, 2018 during opening of bike trail. Washington
Boulevard bike trail brings more multi-modal traffic into the intersection. Concerns
dismissed. Public requests continue to present. Meetings held periodically with Columbia
Pike Multimodal project lead, Susan Finotti and her team.

4.1.2. Street safety unaddressed, dismissed. In the summer of 2020, DES-TEO added stop

signs to the intersection of N Barton St and Fairfax Drive, which resulted in map
applications increasing traffic patterns through the community resulting in an increase in
pedestrian/cyclist/car incidents, including several children. In 2021 the County Board
Chair responded to community concerns, Matt de Ferranti, “We’ve confirmed that our
TE&O team has received the multiple requests for investigation and is at work reviewing
the material that many of you have provided.” DES-TEO Andrea Wilkinson communicated,
“Your disappointment is noted.” Several months later after no improvement, the police
captain of SOS responded to community follow up suggesting to “stop calling. It is not that
bad.”
Eighteen months after the street safety issue was brought to the County’s attention, the
County has still taken no action.

4.2. Joint efforts are ignored. Multiple Civic Associations and residents voicing concerns, County
ignores them.

17

https://wtop.com/arlington/2018/05/pedestrian-hit-killed-arlington-county/
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4.2.1. The Courthouse West project consists of a developer’s plans to transform a Courthouse
West parking lot into a 17-story building, originally zoned for 4 stories. Surrounding
homeowners came to a consensus of 6 stories maximum, citing issues of location between
two major roads, spaced issues, and the impacts from a tall building. Presidents of three
Civic Associations for Lyon Park, Lyon Village, and Ashton Heights, representing hundreds
of members, voiced support for 4 to 6 stories. Clarendon-Courthouse Civic Association
had mixed opinions about the height. The president of Lyon Village CA noted how the
process ran roughshod over the residents, contrasting it with past practice of the board.
(See issues in the process 6.4.1 7.4.1)

Chair Katie Cristol said 12 stories seems like the right height, ignoring all Civic Associations
and survey results at the July 16, 2022 County Board meeting. Even joint Civic Association
efforts and community consensus are ignored by the County Board.

4.3. County Board dismisses engagement and concerns brought to their attention
4.3.1. Civic Association President of Old Glebe Civic Association, speaks publicly at the May
2022 County Board meeting about concerns of the County’s lack of community
engagement, “real public engagement involves collaboration” 18

Instead of acknowledging the concerns and vowing to do better, the County Board
generally defended what they considered to be “unprecedented levels” of engagement
outright dismissing what was brought to their attention.

4.3.2. Public Art Master Plan, offensive references. The Plan was presented to the county
board with incorrect and offensive references to and about Green Valley, a historically
Black community. County did not communicate with the affected community on the
offensive passages within the Public Art Master Plan. 19

Due to quick efforts by Green Valley Civic Association, many of the incorrect provisions
were changed before the county board voted on the plan. Nevertheless, the county
continues to make similar unfitting statements.

4.4. County Board diminishes the role of the community and their input, even if they are directly
impacted.

4.4.1. Four Mile Run Valley, County Board member dismisses community input. County-

appointed working group leadership inquires with county board on role within working

18
19

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=reTEgabplks
https://arlington.granicus.com/MetaViewer.php?view_id=2&clip_id=3990&meta_id=206588 (pages 214-215)
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group. County Board member informs the community leader that her job is to "look
pretty." 20

4.4.2. Arlington Transit Operations and Maintenance Facility, insignificant community

opportunity engagement. In September 2020, the county board addressed the awarding
of a contract for the planning and design of the Arlington Transit Operations and
Maintenance Facility. Board chair, Libby Garvey, said that only experienced,
knowledgeable people should be involved in the details of the project and the community
should stay in its lane concluding that "public engagement" would be limited to only the
"aesthetic elements of the buildings and perimeter treatments." 21
The affected community, Green Valley, readily ignored the Board's misguided and
offensive directive, and pushed successfully for larger changes to the project, including
accommodations for electric vehicles (buses), improved use of density, and better storm
water management, among other issues.

4.5. See Example 13.1.1, where County Manager, Mark Schwartz, denies and presents misleading
information in response to concerns raised by residents.

5. Whereas, the current Arlington County Board, County Manager and staff conduct processes

frequently led by outside consultants that lack transparency and seem to be designed to reach a
single, predetermined conclusion (e.g., Public Spaces Master Plan update) without addressing
substantive community concerns expressed during the process;

5.1. Processes are predetermined, even contracted with the developer, before a community

engagement process begins, yet the community is never made aware of this pre-determined
outcome.

5.1.1. West Rosslyn Planning Study (WRAPS) A process which included a much-needed

Rosslyn park showed that before the community engagement process began, the County
Manager had already signed off on a letter of intent for the project and most of its
specifications. The letter of intent was only discovered after the process had taken place.
Despite the uncovering of this letter of intent and predetermined process, “The County
Board approved the West Rosslyn Planning Study (WRAPS) …with very minor changes.
Four of the five Board members said that they owed the residents of Rosslyn an apology.”
And, “Sadly, most neighbors had already given up hope of being heard by their County
Board on this issue. It was a small consolation that board members talked about "lessons
learned" and apologized for their handling of the planning of western Rosslyn.” 22

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/has-arlington-lost-its-way/2018/11/09/91191b8e-dc58-11e8-85df7a6b4d25cfbb_story.html
21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_y7L5WEtQN8
22
https://www.facebook.com/Save-Rosslyn-Highlands-Park-836645906401390/
20
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5.2. County Board ignores poor and incomplete planning, even when staff states it.
5.2.1. Radnor-Ft. Myer Heights. Residents of a townhouse community next to older garden

apartments in Radnor Ft. Myer Heights (the Marbella) were told in February that “we
know what’s best” as the Board rolled out its first-ever award of unlimited bonus density
for affordable housing. This unanimous vote came despite staff noting in the Board report
that “lacking well-defined planning and urban design guidelines or other applicable policy
guidance, the review of this development proposal faced several key challenges.”

Even when staff says that the project is lacking what is necessary for good planning, the
county board approves the project without regard.

5.2.2. The Residential Parking Program (RPP) was recently under review, with Board approval
of changes in 2021. https://www.arlnow.com/2021/02/22/county-board-approves-newresidential-permit-parking-program/

During multi-year RPP review, changes to residential parking rules were not allowed. While
normally Site Plan Reviews would include potential RPP changes, the freeze meant that
RPP impacts by new development was not allowed to be considered. SPR is approving
lower parking ratios for new construction. Yet, neighborhood concerns related to the
lower parking ratio impacts on neighborhood parking could not be addressed through RPP
changes during the freeze period. Lower parking ratios are even more likely near public
transportation, with the logic that people will use public transportation. Yet, not all
residents near metro completely eliminate car ownership. The County does not have a
mechanism to revisit neighborhood parking hours, signage, etc. after approval and the end
of the RPP review. Even on streets with limited parking, changing parking restrictions
outside of the SPRC process is very difficult. Additionally, at least 16 RPP change
applications were put on hold during the review and now have to comply with more strict
change requirements. 23 24 25
The RPP changes make it even more difficult to change parking restrictions in residential
areas. While it is impacting parking for residences, even residences without driveways who
are reliant on street parking, the new thresholds for change outside the SPRC project are
very limiting. This could push out seniors, those with disabilities and other existing and
future residents who may need to rely on personal vehicles. It also reduces overall
community satisfaction.

https://www.arlnow.com/2019/01/07/parking-emerges-as-key-concern-as-virginia-square-american-legionredevelopment-advances/
24
https://sungazette.news/arlington-board-oks-residential-parking-permit-revamp/
25
https://www.arlingtonva.us/files/sharedassets/public/transportation/documents/rpp_administrativeguidelines_
10182021.pdf
23
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5.3. Processes are opaque, seemingly pre-determined, lack community consensus and
engagement, as well as impact analysis even for hugely consequential decisions.

5.3.1. Missing Middle. One of the largest changes in zoning in decades, branded as the

“Missing Middle”, the County changes its initial objective part way through the process, is
riddled with a lack of transparency and data, and the community engagement
opportunities are calculated, controlled and are to convey not to collect insights.
Furthermore, the County’s own surveys and feedback illustrate that the County is
misrepresenting the community’s consensus and strongly oppose the proposed Plan. The
initiative’s scope changed drastically over two years:
•

December 2019: Board has hearing & publishes press release to kickoff Missing
Middle, stating how they "emphasized that neither an across-the-board rezoning,
nor an elimination of single-family zoning, would be the right fit for Arlington." 26 .

•

Katie Cristol’s inaugural address January 2022, where she talks about triplexes and
never mentions 4, 6 or 8 plexes....
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKjN2tC7qx0

•

April 28, 2022: Staff releases 85 pages of its plan for across-the-board rezoning
that eliminates all single-family zoning, and consultant's report. “Allow
townhouses and buildings with 2-8 units in zoning districts currently limited to
single-household development (R-5 to R-20) 27

•

May 2, 2022: Staff holds its only public Q&A on the Missing Middle Framework,
with 74 minutes for questions. 28

•

April-June 2022: Staff carry out what Board Member Christian Dorsey calls, an
"unprecedented and quite creative" engagement that "hit all of the elements of
what effective engagement means" "at a level of depth and accessibility unlike any
I can remember." 29

•

July 12, 2022: Staff reveals results from the County's survey (from its
"unprecedented" engagement for 30 months). Only 295 people had a "positive"
"general opinion" of the County's Missing Middle Plan. Those opposing or critical
outnumber supporters 3:1. 30

https://www.arlingtonva.us/About-Arlington/News/Articles/2019/Arlington-County-to-Begin-Missing-MiddleHousing-Study-in-2020
27
https://www.arlingtonva.us/files/sharedassets/public/housing/documents/missing-middle/mmhs-phase-2public-presentation_05.02.pdf (p.13.)
28
https://teams.microsoft.com/_#/l/meetupjoin/19:meeting_ZjIwNGU0MmItNTlkOC00YTVmLTkwNTctNmNlNzhmNzc1ZGM2@thread.v2/0?context=%7B%22Ti
d%22:%2280354804-1fdf-428e-9f5f-5091e994cf54%22,%22Oid%22:%2223002100-e08d-40a6-bfaff2c5f978d344%22,%22IsBroadcastMeeting%22:true%7D&btype=a&role=a&anon=true&deeplinkId=fcd7c915e6e8-4624-af1a-d24a8765f6ad
29
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=1723&v=jcYojkudmBY&feature=youtu.be
30
https://www.arlingtonva.us/files/sharedassets/public/housing/documents/missing-middle/mmhs-phase-2public-engagement-details-analysis.pdf (pg 18)
26
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•

Thursday, August 11, 2022: the County opens 11 micro town halls ("community
conversations") for only 15-20 people each (220 total involvement in a county of
250,000 people, with no control to ensure that only county residents are
participating); to occur up to 2 months away. All community options to participate
are reserved within 72 hours.

•

Friday, August 19, 2022: the County quietly expands the micro town halls, buried
in a vaguely worded email 31, to 30 people (330 max). They fill up in 72 hours over
a late August vacation-filled weekend.

•

August 23, 2022: online petition against the Board's plan tops 3,000 32

5.4. Arlington County misrepresents their projects and processes.
5.4.1. “Maintenance” Capital Improvement Projects (CIP); Virginia Highlands Park 33

Arlington County mis-represented the project as a "maintenance" CIP project. And in doing
so very likely violated a series of ordinances, policies and even public engagement
procedures. In 2014 34, at Virginia Highlands Park, DPR claimed improperly and
inappropriately that the extensive work it authorized to be performed was “maintenance.”
Maintenance projects are clearly defined as not working outside the scope of the existing
facilities or infrastructure and therefore would also contain special exclusions regarding
stormwater runoff and Chesapeake Bay regulations since these projects would not disturb
land or change the imperviousness of the surface or would alter the uses and therefore
would also not need to involve the community in a typical engagement process.
However, the Virginia Highlands CIP “maintenance” project included:
• Approximately $3 million in funding
• 100,000 sq ft of land disturbance
• Estimated 17,000 sq ft of new paved areas just for the maintenance project.
Increase of 11,300 sf. of paved athletic courts (up from 48,100 sf.) and an
addition of 5,300 sf. of sidewalk/plaza space (up from 3,400 sf.).
• New facilities (soccer field and youth court) added
• Numerous site amenities such as electronic reservation system, 18 new benches,
bleachers, shade sails, etc...
• A complete redesign of the east side of park
• And much more…

5.4.2. Calling a process a “Study,” and then changing it to a “Sector Plan” at the end of the

process. Pentagon City Study/ Sector Plan. The County labeled a process called the
Pentagon City Study. Residents asked throughout the process how this “study” was going

https://content.govdelivery.com/accounts/VAARLINGTON/bulletins/328a080iative and more (govdelivery.com)
Petition · Arlingtonians Opposed to Upzoning · Change.org
33
http://friendsofahparks.org/virginia-highlands-park/
34
http://friendsofahparks.org/sample-page/environmental-regulations-and-cip-maintenance-documents/
31
32
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to be applied and what its goal and intention was. Staff brushed it off as “just seeing what
is possible.”

The County intentionally misled the community by not properly calling it a Sector Plan
from the onset.

5.4.3. Pentagon City Study’s 18-month process talked mainly about connectivity and minor

details about sidewalk widths and so on. The last few months of the process before the
vote, staff shared a presentation showing 18 high-rise buildings on the River House lot,
tripling the existing density. When River House residents were made aware of this, only by
their fellow neighbors, they protested that they were never told about these significant
changes. Staff and County Board repeatedly replied that they were not part of the process
and that there were a few yard signs a nearby park asking them to participate in a study
with no mention of River House or tripling the density. Landowners had tried multiple
times to increase and further develop the River House lot under a special GLUP with
neighbors concerns. Many suspect that the Pentagon City “study” later called a “Sector
Plan” was really an attempt to pass significant density under the misnomer of a “study”
instead of the special GLUP process.

5.5. General understanding by long-term residents that the County processes are now almost
always pre-determined before even being presented to the public.

5.5.1. Longtime civically engaged residents speak openly about the County’s predetermined
processes. Washington Post, “The cake is often half-baked and people’s ability to impact
what’s happening is often more marginal” compared to other projects, said Christer Ahl,
the former chair of the Crystal City Citizens Review Council, which represents residents of
that neighborhood. “The county, landowners and developers have loads of opportunities
behind the scenes to discuss what would be agreeable before the community gets
involved.” 35
The County will not acknowledge or reveal that a process in part or in its entirety has
already been determined before it’s presented to the public for their review and “input.”

5.6. Cherry picking feedback, misrepresenting “consensus” and providing no evidence to support

a project’s conclusions based. Staff’s conclusions to projects are not validated by any publicly
recorded feedback and often lack any data. Instead, they refer to the feedback they
overheard or did not record to justify the results.

5.6.1. Within the Pentagon City Study/Sector Plan, despite repeated requests for changes in

the draft, staff continued to exclude the majority of community recommendations and did
not address many of their concerns. Staff stated that they did not address these resident

https://www.washingtonpost.com/dc-md-va/2022/04/22/amazon-headquarters-penplace-arlingtonplan/
35
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concerns due to a large number of opposing viewpoints. When residents demanded to see
this “opposing feedback,” staff shared all 10 public responses along with three from
Venable, the National Landing BID and JBG Smith. Of those 13 comments, none "opposed"
the community’s concerns and instead often echoed the concerns and validated
community input. Staff was asked to again validate the conclusions and reasons for not
addressing community concerns and was provided with this statement;
Staff facilitator, Matt Mattauszek;
“Throughout the entire study, we have not recorded feedback collected during Focus
Group meetings, our many office hours, the discussions held by the biophilia
subcommittee, or the other venues where feedback was provided. The range of
comments date back to much earlier this year where many of the Draft Plan’s building
blocks were initially developed and scrutinized by various stakeholders. As a result, we’re
not just focusing on comments that may have been raised in the last few weeks or since
this summer. The mere absence of an email, meeting transcript, or formal letter where
alternative perspectives may have been shared does not disprove their existence or
indicate staff/consultants were not made aware of them… Some of the instances where
feedback was shared with me did not originate from scheduled or coordinated events –
but were rather opportunistic and largely based on my availability where folks would just
spontaneously bring up the study. Some of those individuals would rely on other meetings
as opportunities to share their thoughts, some I would run into as part of my monthly site
visits in the area, and others preferred phone calls as opposed to email communication. I
did not ask all of them to email me a summary of what was discussed which, in hindsight,
perhaps would have been more helpful given where we find ourselves.”
Staff could not produce any evidence to support their conclusions and recommendations
and made broad-sweeping and unsubstantiated assertions that they had tremendous
feedback and consensus, opposite of the residents, when in fact staff could not provide
evidence to show it. Residents, including nearly 2,500 people and even data-analysis on
inequity in open space contradicted much of the project’s conclusions and
recommendations. County Board did not hold the staff accountable, did not take the
community’s outrage into consideration and voted 5-0 to proceed with the project.

5.6.2. Consultants are not producing data-driven analysis based on their own independent

review and suggestion. Instead, staff frequently works with consultants to produce
reports and even figures representing the results that the county (staff/manager or board)
want to achieve.

Public Spaces Master Plans, staff could not validate how they achieved the Level of
Service numbers. In fact, their own internal data were not aligned with the numbers that
they were showing in the process for the Public Spaces Master Plan. The results of a FOIA
request showed that staff had been asking the consultants to arbitrarily adjust the Level of
Service figures to meet a certain result. After an extensive presentation in the Civic
Federation in January 2019, a resolution passed demanding that the County use real data
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in the Public Spaces Master Plan process for field need.

There is little confidence in process and even what appears to be a “data-driven” result
when there is evidence to support that the “data” is being arbitrarily tweaked by the
consultants at the request of staff to adjust to a pre-determined result.

6. Whereas, the current community “engagement” process tends to marginalize or stifle substantive

criticism by failing to keep records of public workshops (providing only summaries that may not
accurately reflect the balance of favorable/unfavorable comments), county board and staff
encouraging and preparing special interest groups/individuals to speak publicly against resident
concerns, launching heavily biased “push” polls instead of statistically sound surveys, moving
engagement entirely online (excluding significant portions of the population), and by keeping some
resident input (submitted to the Board) hidden from public view;

6.1. Staff asks select community leaders to “control” others or else.
6.1.1. Staff making implied threats that they will not work with the residents who object and
vocalize their concerns over a Plan. County planner sends the following message to
community leaders, excluding the concerned residents mentioned:
From: Matt Mattauszek <Mmattauszek@arlingtonva.us>
Date: Thu, Jan 27, 2022, 10:40 PM
“…I would also like to take this opportunity to address a growing pattern in recent
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communications that I have either been a part of, or have been made aware of. As you no
doubt may have guessed, it involves the group of residents who are actively voicing
concerns against recommendations in our Sector Plan related to the RiverHouse
property. I appreciate the heightened level of interest and pledge to work with the
group’s representatives to identify any outstanding (and appropriate) adjustments to the
Sector Plan. This, of course, can only occur if such adjustments are either reasonable or do
not fundamentally conflict with the consensus we have carefully developed through a
broad spectrum of stakeholders over this 18-month long study. If we work together, I
suspect there may be a few elements which can still be considered further before the Plan
becomes finalized.
However, the specific tactics that continue to be applied, along with the misleading
statements about our process and mischaracterization of our recommendations is simply
not helpful. In fact, it is completely counter-productive and only minimizes the chances of
us reaching any compromises on issues that may still be up for debate…”
A response from the former president of the Civic Association called staff’s message
“disturbing;” and cited that the “negative characterization of residents without citing
specific examples is not only unhelpful, but also damaging to this process and future
county processes…” Additionally stating, “this reads as an implied threat that community
leaders are expected to join in minimizing the voice of residents and opinions you may not
like, otherwise our outstanding community priorities have little chance of being
considered.”

6.2. The County Board, Manager and Staff use techniques to skew the results of processes and to
make them falsely appear that there was inclusive and transparent engagement as well as a
consensus.

6.2.1. County Board and staff working with special interest group(s) to pass plans and
initiatives and suppress community concerns.
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6.2.1.1.
Katie Cristol Tweet encouraging the special interest, pro-development
“YIMBY” group to attend a meeting on reducing parking.

YIMBY group that is comprised of largely non-Arlington residents is being encouraged to
attend a meeting on a topic that has had limited community education, outreach, input to
Arlington residents.
6.2.1.2.

Katie Cristol’s efforts to encourage special interest group participation.

6.2.2. Strategy to provide “cover” by the YIMBY group members for the County Board
elected officials to approve projects that are heavily contested by communities.

“This is a situation [Pentagon City Sector Plan] where I think just a few more voices, even if
it's not a majority of speakers, will give the County Board the push it needs…” – Ben
D’Avanzo, Vice President of Aurora Highlands Civic Association (Pentagon City
neighborhood), active in YIMBYs of NOVA group.
“…if we keep it positive and focus on the facts we will give the County Board enough cover
to pass the [Pentagon City Sector] plan in the next couple of weeks.” – Luca Gattoni-Celli,
Alexandria resident, founder of YIMBA NOVA group.
“Let’s hope all we have to do is cover the spread, so to speak” – Luca Gattoni-Celli,
Alexandria resident, founder of YIMBA NOVA group.
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6.3. County Board strategically appoints Commissioners from the same special interest group with

history of coordinated strategies to disrupt community engagement and public county board
meetings.
• County board mobilizes YIMBYs of NOVA to attend community meetings. See
example 6.2.1.1
• The YIMBY of NOVA group strategized to attend county board meetings to
provide "cover" for the county board to pass heavily contested projects (example
6.2.2), including non- Arlington resident participation, (example, 0)
• County board appoints members of the YIMBY of NOVA group to key
commissions Planning 36 and Transportation Commissions 37 including the Chair
positions. Commissions have dismissed resident input and engagement in their
decision-making. See examples 4.2.1 ,

6.3.1. See additional example of in section #9 of an undisclosed, non-residency with
misleading consensus comment to Arlington County Planning Commission

6.4. County survey questions are often biased, worded to lead to a specific answer outcome and
sent to a limited number of people.

6.4.1. Courthouse West Survey: The project demonstrates a number of missteps in engaging
with the community including: no direct notification to local residents and a general

https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Commissions-and-Advisory-Groups/Planning-Commission/Members
https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Commissions-and-Advisory-Groups/Transportation-Commission/TCMembers
36
37
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online survey did not validate that respondents were Arlington County residents. The
survey itself only allowed selection between 3 options set by County Staff models: 6 story
multi-use structure, 12 story and 16 story. The majority of the respondents selected 6
story. There was no option allowed for selecting the current zoning which allows 1-4
stories nor was there an opportunity for comments. See examples 4.2, 7.4.1

6.4.2. Expert review of County surveys. “Joan Fitzgerald, a local resident who works in

surveying populations, says county survey questions are often worded to confirm the
biases of the survey writers, while the questions can be jargon-dense.”
“That said, responses from people who understand the jargon are valuable when the
county is hammering out policy details, argues Chris Slatt, a transportation advocate who
highlighted the lopsided demographic response to the survey via Twitter.” 38
Questions are often worded to lead to a specific outcome. Diverse perspectives are not
included. Use of jargon results questions and/or topics to be understood by a limited
number of individuals.

6.4.3. Arlington County’s 2022 Community Survey There were approximately 1,300 survey

respondents. It is unclear how perspective respondents were identified to reduce biases.
Among the areas for improvement identified are:
• Transparency of the County’s decision-making process
• Efforts to manage and plan for growth and development
• Promoting availability, accessibility, and quality of affordable childcare and mental
health services
2022 Community Survey 39
Board discussion on transparency issue in the 2022 Community Survey 40
It is difficult to determine whether the results were from a truly random sample and
whether all segments were able to participate. Few community members were aware of
the survey and opportunity to participate. The Board seems to discount the
community’s responses regarding the lack of transparency. Therefore, actions based on
that feedback will likely be limited. The County should develop a plan to improve each
identified area for improvement as well as each area within the survey as part of the
Board’s duty to monitor the implementation of policy.

The Residential Parking Program (RPP) survey’s methods and results are opaque. Residents sought to
understand which people received the survey and associated details about those individuals, access to
see the survey, and the methodology in how the survey participants were chosen. There was
https://www.arlnow.com/2022/03/29/historic-preservation-survey-targeting-equity-and-inclusion-nets-mostlywhite-older-respondents/
39
https://www.arlingtonva.us/files/sharedassets/public/topics/documents/executive-summary_2022-residentsatisfaction-survey_final_05.17.22.pdf
40
https://youtube.com/watch?v=4EHQEW1U3fE&feature=share&si=EMSIkaIECMiOmarE6JChQQ&t=3523
38
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additional complexity due to the County’s failed website conversion. Ultimately, the survey raised as
many questions as it answered about the county’s goals and commitments to fair parking in Arlington.
Biased survey (for those who received it) was also called out. 41
Outcome resulted in a significant change to the number of permits each home can receive
and a change in the fees associated with parking in Arlington. These policy changes were
based not on community engagement but rather primarily based on a survey sent out to
60,000 people of which there is little to no information on its validity and accuracy.

6.5. See section 3 for more examples of failed community engagement
7. Whereas, the citizen-commissioner appointment process lacks transparency and seems to result in

commissions that lack a diversity of opinion or thought and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
public at large;

7.1. The process for Advisory Group appointments is not transparent and is subject to
Board/County Manager favoritism.

While vacancies are listed, it is not clear how members are appointed, nor how to get appointed to
Commissions such as Planning or Transportation. Advisory Group Chairs make recommendations to the
Board regarding potential appointments, also creating the ability for Chairs to only put forth those with
similar viewpoints. 42
Community sentiment is that the Board and County Manager will only make appointments
if the individuals support the County’s positions, especially for the more
influential/powerful Advisory Groups.

7.2. Favoritism of Commission Chairs and commissioners by County Board. As shown in the

examples of 6.2 where one special interest group is favorited by the County Board, those same
select individuals also participate or head several Advisory Commissions, which are similarly
and almost always ignoring the concerns of residents.

7.3. Chair of the Arlington County Planning Commission. Appointed by the County Board to

commissioner and then Chair Daniel Weir’s Twitter account prominently states his position in
the County. Regarding a significant change to county-wide zoning policies, Weir Tweets, “When
Black Lives Matter, just, you know. Somewhere else” referring to the yard signs opposing the
zoning changes.
Opponents to the zoning changes reference new construction townhomes high prices, such as
$935k on 2134 S Nelson; $925k on S Taylor Court; and $930k 24th Road S. Median household

41

42

https://arlington.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=2&clip_id=3876# (starting at 1:05:02)
https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Commissions-and-Advisory-Groups
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income in 2020 dollars for Black or African American Arlingtonians is $64k and is $135k for
White Arlingtonians.43 See also October 2020 affordable housing and racial concerns in section
3.6.2 for Columbia Pike housing.

Weir’s comments are inflammatory and erroneous.
Weir is active in the YIMBYs of NOVA group. See additional examples in section 7 and 8 about
process disruption and collaboration with the County Board.

7.4. Commissioners ignore residents and favor special interests and developers

https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Projects/Data-Research/Demographics/Race-Ethnicity-Dashboard
data pull as of 9/18/2022
43
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7.4.1. Special Land Use Study--Courthouse West: favored a developer and their attorney
during testimony, commission and county board ignored residents’ concerns and
included a biased and misrepresented survey 44

7.4.2. In their study, County Staff stated that though the zoning change would allow 16 stories

they recommend a height cap of 12 stories be adopted. Despite speakers from the County
citing issues with the process and survey (see details in example4.2), the Planning
commission nonetheless voted 4-2 in favor of the developers’ request for 16-story height
limits, against staff recommendation of 12 and the community’s recommendation for a
maximum of 6. Further, several in the community believe one of those votes was valid as
the PC has not published new procedures for electronic voting in new hybrid meeting
formats.

7.5. Commissions and committees which have a tendency to ask too many questions of the
County either cease to exist or are deferred indefinitely.

7.5.1. Two County Board Advisory Groups were eliminated in July 2022 with little public

notice or debate. The Emergency Preparedness Advisory Commission (EPAC) and Aquatics
Committee (AC) were eliminated in July 2022. Neither item was on the Board’s agenda, so
the public was not given the opportunity to comment. Rather than being a numbered
agenda item, the vote on EPAC was taking during the Board Member update and AC was
not discussed at all. The Commissions were told that the County is not interested in
assistance with setting policy and is no longer interested in monitoring the implementation
of policy. EPAC will be replaced with an advisory group to a department head, however
little action appears to have been taken to further that group since the Commission was
eliminated 45.
The Board no longer has community advisors providing an independent view on County
issues. “The [County] Board will not receive neutral, outside advice on such county issues,
making them more reliant on the manager and staff for decisions.” This also reduces the
Board roles to create and monitor the implementation policy. It leaves the County
Manager with increased ability to perform the responsibilities of the Board and Manager.

7.5.2. Safety and Innovation Zone Privacy Oversight Panel Eliminated. The County Manager
created a Safety and Innovation Zone to experiment with unproven safety technology in
the County. Significant concerns were raised by Commissions and the public, but the
County Board approved the project without even requiring that the concerns were
addressed. Privacy Oversight Panel was created to:

https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Projects/Plans-Studies/General-Land-UsePlan/Studies/Courthouse-West
45
https://sungazette.news/elimination-of-emergency-preparedness-panel-causes-some-brushback/
44
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Provide support with development and implementation of the project’s privacy
risk management objectives and risk mitigation.
• Provide oversight of project privacy risk mitigation efforts throughout pilot
program, verifying County activity alignment with commitments and raising any
new areas of privacy risk consideration.
However, the Panel was eliminated the day after EPAC was eliminated. The general
community has not been notified. Staff no longer plans to discuss the project or similar
initiatives with the public. 46
•

There is no evidence that the privacy principles have been used in the evaluation or
monitoring of privacy related to the AT&T/JBG Smith Smart City project at National
Landing. 47
There is no longer community insight into privacy issues related to County smart city
technology experimentation. Additionally, there is no way to know if and/or when
privacy principles are being applied despite impacts on the community. Transparency
has been greatly reduced.

7.5.3. Dissolution of Joint Facilities Advisory Committee; County Manager asserts that

members are going beyond their “expertise” and scope.
County Manager’s note to the County Board is revealed to the public,
“The work in [JFAC’s] outline, to be done well, and to be accurate and thorough, requires
staff from virtually every department to be involved, including department heads.
“Such a plan requires subject matter expert advice, along with citizen input beyond the
JFAC members. In addition, the outline focuses on areas that I see as squarely within my
purview as Manager.” 48

7.6. Commissions’ effectiveness is diminished
7.6.1. The County used the COVID emergency as an excuse to diminish the use and
effectiveness of Advisory Groups

At the start of the COVID emergency, the County took a position of not allowing
Commissions to meet. When they were finally allowed to meet, the criteria were onerous.

https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Projects/Project-Types/Technology/Safety-and-InnovationZone-Demonstration-Project
47
https://about.att.com/story/2021/5g_smart_city.html
48
https://thearlingtonway.org/2020/11/20/short-term-thinking-schwartz-short-changes-arlingtonagain/
46
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49 50

8. Whereas, the County frequently allows nonresidents (principally paid developer staff) to freely opine
at Arlington’s public forums and workshops while strictly limiting residents’ opportunities to speak,
thus skewing the information being presented;

8.1. County Board and staff support, even encourage special interest groups to use tactics to
skew Arlington’s public engagement process, including not disclosing that they are not
Arlington residents or falsely claiming public support on projects and positions.

Non-Arlingtonian weighs in on Arlington process without disclosing non-Arlington residency and other
issues. The Founder of the YIMBYs of NOVA group, an Alexandria resident, writes to the Arlington
County Planning Commission without disclosing that he is not an Arlington resident. He also uses a
Facebook group’s numbers as supporters for his initiatives without disclosing it to the group. Even
members of that Facebook group pushback on misleading tactics that skew Arlington’s public
engagement process.
Despite these misleading participation methods, the County Board has asked and even
relied on these special interest groups to participate in order to “push” a project through.

https://www.arlnow.com/2018/12/19/morning-poll-moving-on-from-the-arlingtonway/https://www.arlnow.com/2020/04/03/county-commission-meetings-cancelled-until-furthernotice/
50
https://thearlingtonway.org/2020/07/04/the-arlington-county-boards-trumpist-approach/
https://www.insidenova.com/news/arlington/arlington-board-rejiggers-rules-for-commission-meetingsin-covid-crisis/article_93dd697c-b967-11ea-9ece-0ba80786e832.html
49
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Member of YIMBY group, calling out misleading
representation by Founder.

8.1.1. Nelly Custis Park: Staff coaches and prepares a resident for a public meeting to speak
out against fellow community members, spreads misinformation and attempts to skew
results among other egregious actions.

Arlnow column summary of events 51;
• County staff failed to follow Arlington’s code of ethics,
• Committees failed to follow their own process guidelines,
• Persons with special interests undisclosed in the NCAC approval process worked nearly
exclusively with staff, and
• Numerous efforts were pursued (both publicly and with staff) to exclude, discredit and
even falsely campaign against residents including stakeholders, working group
members and active civic volunteers.
The serious community engagement issues highlighted by all these recent controversies
include:
• Lack of a needs assessment including demographic information,
• Prematurely deciding that a proposed project is needed at all,
• Properly defining the nature of the proposed project and alternatives to it,
• Providing adequate public notice to close-by residents and all stakeholders,
51 https://www.arlnow.com/2016/12/22/peters-take-toward-a-new-model-of-arlington-civic-engagement/
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•
•
•

Need for properly designed community surveys,
Undue influence exercised by organized special interests, and
Lack of fair and neutral stewardship by County staff.

County Manager was notified of these and other issues early on and initially dismissed concerns.
Ultimately as the evidence of serious process issues was shared more broadly, the County
Manager and the Director of the Parks Department publicly apologized.

9. Whereas, certain types of meetings exclude public attendance—even when the planning is holistic in
nature (not a specific site plan)—permitting developers, approved “stakeholders” and staff to meet
during “office hours” in a way that skirts public “sunshine” laws’

9.1. County is intentionally designing county-led meetings, which circumvent the public from

accessing meeting notes and records and attending meetings. These activities may violate
under Freedom of Information Act and Virginia Sunshine Laws § 2.2-3712 (G) 52

9.1.1. Pentagon City Sector Plan (PCSP); Preventing the public and even alternates to

observe county-led meetings and taking meeting minutes. The vast majority of meetings
held on the PCSP process were closed to public and contained no meeting notes of what
was discussed in the meetings. It was closed to the public for observation and even
alternate representatives to the process were not allowed to observe.

Staff emails explaining closed county meetings with developers, staff and a small handful
of residents are “by-design” to have no meeting notes and invite-only format
From: Matt Mattauszek <Mmattauszek@arlingtonva.us>
Date: Saturday, May 1, 2021 10:13 AM
“Our [Pentagon City Sector Plan/Study] Focus Group meetings were never structured to be
publicly available, which is why they are not recorded or have meeting notes, and instead
rely on an invite-only format (by design)”
Matt Mattauszek <Mmattauszek@arlingtonva.us>
Date: Friday, April 30, 2021 4:05 PM
“Backups” or “alternates” [to the Pentagon City Study] are only invited to and participate
in the actual Focus Group meeting if the main representative is not able to”

9.2. Arlington charges substantial fees for Freedom Of Information Act (FOIA) Requests. The FOIA
archive may not be comprehensive.

52

https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title2.2/chapter37/section2.2-3712/
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9.2.1. ArlNow article, “Arlington often Charges Hefty Fees to See Public Records or Fails to
Respond to Requests” 53 54 55

9.3. See Example 13.1.1 for additional examples of issues with Open Data Portal and data and
information requests.

10. Whereas, the outcome of land-use planning and development processes focus almost exclusively on
satisfying developers’ goals and interests without an equitable focus on achieving a balanced
outcome that mitigates negative community impacts and enhances the long-term livability of both
existing and new residents; and

10.1.

Requests and concerns about density impacts are ignored.

10.1.1. At the June 2022 County Board meeting residents expressed concerns of density

impacts to overcrowding schools and many other facilities and services before further
along with the plan, “Before we do anything that’s going to bring a tremendous amount of
additional density negatively impact our schools, please take the time to do the studies,
walk the neighborhoods and talk to the residents.” 56

The County Board moved the Missing Middle framework forward and disregarded the
request to ensure facilities, services, and impact analysis.

10.1.2. Plan Langston Boulevard. In June 2021, the county released its first mockups of new

density for redevelopment along a 5-mile corridor stretching west of Rosslyn to East Falls
Church. The county claimed it had proceeded in a straight line of public engagement that
began in 2018, with community meetings, charettes, etc. Between 2018 and 2022, the
county changed its recommendation for high density from three key nodes. to very high
density at the nodes (10-12 stories where there are now only one story shops with surface
parking) and added high density (6 stories) for most of the rest of the corridor.
The county had no plans to invest in major stormwater, school, park, or other
infrastructure, and that it was going to rely on ad hoc site plans or private development to
coordinated infrastructure such as water and wastewater systems and mass transit.

10.2.

The County ignores calls to action and countywide consensus requesting that the County meet
the needs of residents.

https://www.arlnow.com/2018/09/11/arlington-often-charges-hefty-fees-to-see-public-records-or-fails-torespond-to-requests/
53

54
55
56

https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Programs/FOIA
https://arlingtoncountyva.govqa.us/WEBAPP/_rs/(S(wuv1k1kyc5u1piu0fpihuiaz))/supporthome.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5iANgRCYo5k
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10.2.1. A call to preserve the Febrey Lothrop property had nearly 1,500 supporters. Even a
cost-benefit analysis was conducted by a resident to show the benefits of the
preservation, because Arlington County would not conduct or share any analysis it had
done. 57

County Manager and Board dismiss calls to preserve and use the property for community
needs, “Designation of a majority of the 9-acre site as its own historic districts had been
proposed by the Historical Affairs and Landmark Review Board (HALRB), but County Board
members slow-walked the timeline to consider the measure – purposely, in the eyes of
some preservation advocates – leaving plenty of time for the owner of the parcel to
receive the necessary permits to tear the buildings down.” 58
The area was a missed opportunity for park land acquisition, as highlighted in the Civic
Federation 2016 Resolution for Increased Park Land Acquisition. 59 The area expects 40
single family homes starting at $2m, with significant loss of old growth, stormwater
reducing trees due to the construction. 60

10.3.

County ignores/cherry picks application of its own policies to advance agenda,
including its equity and sustainability policies.

10.3.1. Biophilic policy is misused in process. Creator of the biophilic policy calls county out
for misuse and is ignored.

On December 17, 2019, Arlington County adopted a Biophilic City resolution. 61 Caroline
Haines, Former Parks and Recreation Commission Chair, member of the Natural Resources
Plan Update, champion of the Biophilic City resolution and contributor to Biophilic
Arlington 62 paper, calls out county staff in public engagement meeting Pentagon City
Study/Sector Plan as misusing biophilic principles when the staff asserts that the
implementation of “nature themes” such as using stamped leaf pattern concrete or
exterior facades of buildings with nature murals, rather than implementing living
environment/nature into design. These concerns were echoed throughout the process by
residents as well.
County ignores these concerns and proceeds to call the Plan “biophilic” despite concerns
and evidence to the contrary.

https://arlington-analytics.com/papers/RouseProperty.pdf
https://www.insidenova.com/news/arlington/arlington-manager-forget-about-historic-designationfor-rouse-estate/article_9c8265ac-93d0-11eb-8cb3-b7910cc956f4.html
57
58

https://www.civfed.org/about-us/committees/parks/
https://www.arlnow.com/2022/07/26/work-continues-on-the-former-site-of-the-febrey-lothrop-house-indominion-hills/
61
https://arlingtonva.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/22/2019/12/Biophilic.pdf
62
https://arlingtonva.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2020/02/PRCwebBioArl.pdf
59
60
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10.3.2. A resident created an analysis on equitable access to open green spaces using

scenarios from the Pentagon City Study/Sector Plan’s proposed density increases, “The
Pentagon City Planning Study Reduces Open Public Green Space: If the plans articulated in
the Pentagon City Planning Study materialize, Pentagon City residents—particularly its
lower-income residents—will end up with some of the worst access to open public green
space in the county.” 63
The County Board and Staff ignored the analysis and did not address the inequities, going
against their own Equity Policy 64 in order to further increase density and developer’s goals.

10.3.3. The County Board’s Equity Resolution questions are not being applied to all County
business.

The County’s equity lens applies the stakeholder questions of (1) Who benefits? (2) Who is
burdened? (3) Who is missing? (4) How do we know?". These are the minimum criteria for
all stakeholder and community engagement. However, the County is only selectively
asking themselves the questions and rarely (if ever) sharing the information with the
public. 65
Stakeholder groups are not considered when making County decisions. This is eroding
public confidence in government and processes.

10.4.

Civic Associations’ concerns over impacts to facilities are often ignored and
unaddressed.

10.4.1. Statement from the Aurora Highlands Civic Association, “Impact of Increased Density

on Existing Facilities: The PDSP alludes to potential new facilities, such as expanding VHP, a
potential new school, potential low level transportation improvements, etc. But it does not
contain a clear analysis about how many people would be expected to join the
neighborhood under different development scenarios and timelines, how those new
residents could impact the capacity of existing public facilities and how the county will
ensure standards and services are met. The PDSP should include this discussion, including
a review of what facilities currently serve the area in key sectors, like schools, recreation,
sewers, etc., and what their current use capacity is and how the county will respond to
new development scenarios by increasing those services. For example, while it’s positive
that a new school is mentioned, though at a very high level, there is not detail about what
level of new students would trigger its creation. Yes, separate processes exist for these

https://arlington-analytics.com/papers/OPS22202.pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/21/2020/02/Equity-ResolutionFINAL-09-21-19.pdf
65
https://arlingtonva.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/18/2020/02/5.-FY21P-ManagersMessage-Equity.pdf
63
64
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decisions, but this should be a holistic planning document.” 66

Despite requests from these community-led Civic Associations, the County repeatedly
does not follow up on or ever address concerns raised by the communities in which they
are to serve.

10.5.

Even with an historic number of opposed residents who are vocal in person and on
petitions, the County Board ignores their concerns and moves their agenda forward.

10.5.1. Pentagon City Sector Plan. Nearly 2,500 people oppose the Pentagon City Sector Plan

and hundreds of residents expressed concern about lack of planning for community needs,
especially insufficient parkland and the Plan’s reduction of green space on River House.
Just some of the many comments opposing the plan based on a lack of planning for the
community needs.67
“The Pentagon City Plan is another egregious example of the County failing to assess fully
the impact of higher density on its finances, infrastructure, environment, and schools.
Arlington's Planning Commission and staff are broken, and the Board needs to hit the
brakes and correct course.” -- Jane Zimmerman

“Increasing density without addressing the already strained surrounding infrastructure
(like overcrowded schools limited green space for community activities and sports) is
irresponsible and destructive.” -- Janis Coughlin-Piester
“I will be moving out of the area if this plan is approved. I moved here for the green space
and community. If it becomes overcrowded with buildings and people, I will no longer wish
to stay.” -- Michelle G
“I prefer the green and open space to massive amounts of people and congestion.” -- Anke
Adams
“I'm a resident of the Pentagon City neighborhood and this "development" would destroy
the neighborhood.” -- Jennifer Shaw
“I agree with the countless residents who enjoy the quality of life in this area which
already is being destroyed by the massive building going on. There is no green space left
unturned and yes, I think it's not necessary at all and simply greed of landowners cashing
in…Another poster wrote "enough is enough" and those are my thoughts exactly! I've
been here for 8 years and it's painful to see everything built up so the sun and sky are
blocked and the trees are gone…” -- Karyn Whyte
66
67

https://aurorahighlands.org/news/pcps-draft-comments/
https://www.change.org/p/arlington-county-board-riverhouse-neighbors-for-sensible-density/c
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“The Riverhouse community is known for its balance between nature, green spaces and
services. This plane would affect the quality of life without an appropriate planning.” -Renata Mercado
“The loss of greenspace and the increase in congestion, noise, and chaos is unacceptable.
If this proposal goes through, I will most certainly be moving out of the area. The
Riverhouse community is comfortable as is. The need for more housing at the expense of
the amenities, will make the property worth less to those of us who value a pleasant place
to live.” -- Mark Bodzislaw
“Tree canopy and green space needs protection. More buildings with removal of trees and
green space means more potential for serious flooding.” -- Susan Kaylor
County did not address and remedy the situation to ensure equitable access to green
space proportioned to the density increases and refused to provide any assurances that it
would ever be addressed.

10.5.2. County-wide concerns over the lack of planning for the expressed needs, services, and
infrastructure for the community.
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There is no evidence that the County intends to plan for the facilities and services to meet the
density that the County has approved and continues to approve.

11. Whereas, there is no accurate public accounting of the value of “community benefits” developers

offer as part of the site plan process and likewise no accurate public accounting of the value of the
density and other benefits that property developers receive in return, leaving the public in the dark
as to whether what received is of roughly.
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11.1 How community benefits are established with density increases as well as followed in
implementation are opaque and not consistent. Repeated requests for transparency on
these concerns are ignored.

11.1.1. During the Amazon HQ2 PenPlace site plan approval process, residents requested

information to understand how the County was calculating an historic level of bonus
density and what that would mean to community benefits.
“Going forward, it is vital that the county reveal to the public, as part of site plan
negotiations for all development, the underlying dollar value of the benefits of the bonus
density being awarded and the community benefits promised in return. It is the Board’s
mandate to insist on such transparency” 68 The County refused to make transparent the
calculations it supposedly had conducted for the PenPlace development. Residents then
worked to create an analysis of what benefits costs and density 69 and found that the
County’s “offer falls short $380 million to $1.1 billion of the value of that density.”
County Board member Christian Dorsey calling the analysis provided by residents absent
“suspect methodologies.”

But Dorsey refused to publish any information to dispute the residents’ analysis or provide
the transparency in community benefits that was initially requested. Source: April 23,
2022, County Board Meeting 70
Even for historic levels of density and multi-billion dollar developer projects, benefits are
not disclosed.

11.1.2. Initial proposals for the "Buck" (now "Quincy") site included a land swap with Arcland
Properties, who would have received the most usable space on the parcel to construct a
self-storage facility. While that swap did not occur, the site has not had the benefit of
strategic planning for community uses. Arlington has paid large sums for land near Metro
but misuse it for bus parking and storage of vehicles and materials. Parking and storage
should be reserved for less expensive properties and/or locations further from Metro.
While the County has made a small allotment to study future uses in the CIP, no money
has been allotted for development. 71 72 73 74 75

Arlington bought a parcel near Metro with significant land use restrictions yet is using the
site for industrial and storage purposes. The County is not realizing the potential of the
https://www.asf-virginia.org/key-issues-development
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cpDD2mJXNe8
70
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MnWNLUI4zDs
68
69

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWJ-nOGt-6Y
https://www.arlnow.com/2017/06/01/peters-take-no-to-self-storage-use-of-buck-property/
73
https://www.arlnow.com/2015/05/05/county-buys-land-in-virginia-square-for-30-million/
74
https://www.arlnow.com/2019/05/29/classrooms-police-cars-and-more-proposed-for-buck-site/
75
https://www.arlnow.com/2021/12/15/county-to-temporarily-relocate-some-art-bus-operations-to-va-squareproperty/
71
72
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location despite the large cost to taxpayers. The community does not feel that the County
is listening to and addressing resident concerns.

11.1.3. Pentagon City Sector Plan: “Community Benefits: The [Pentagon City Sector Plan] listed
community benefits should clearly be listed as not fully inclusive of what a site
plan’s benefits actually end up being. A developer should not see the PDSP’s suggestions
here as a maximum to be pointed to and fulfilled, but rather a minimum to be built on.” 76

“Overall, we really want to understand what is being required, what is optional, what data
that is based on (or if not data, what standards) and who is responsible for what and
when. This could look like a chart or table of proposed changes/improvements that cover
those points.” 77
The County continues to ignore the requests for transparency in community benefit-todensity calculations for all its projects.
The County did not provide clarity regarding how community benefits are calculated,
how/when they will be delivered and so on for the Pentagon City Sector Plan with a multibillion dollar approval of density for developers,

11.2.

Independent review of developer’s meeting site-plan conditions/ community benefits
is not followed through by the County Board or Manager.

11.2.1. “The county government hired a consultant to determine whether site-plan conditions

were being met in 2005 or 2006. The consultant delivered the report and, while some
recommendations for improving the tracking process were adopted, a number never were
addressed… “Some [recommendations] have been implemented, but a whole lot haven’t,”
Schwartz acknowledged.” 78 While the FY2023 Audit Plan includes an audit area for site
plan conditions and benefits, the County Auditor resignation and search may result in this
audit being delayed and or dismissed. 79
The County Manager and Board did not fully address “a whole lot” of recommendations in
the previous consultant report regarding ensuring site plan conditions and benefits are
met.

12. Whereas, the County continues to enact further restrictive rules and limitations on public speaking

76
77
78

https://aurorahighlands.org/news/pcps-draft-comments/
https://aurorahighlands.org/news/ahca-feedback-to-current-pentagon-city-planning-study-scenarios/

https://sungazette.news/auditor-may-mull-whether-site-plan-conditions-are-carried-out/

https://www.arlingtonva.us/files/sharedassets/public/commissions/documents/audit/june-2022/draft-annualaudit-work-plan-fy-2023-for-audit-committee-review.pdf
79
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12.1.

Reducing virtual recording and online participation for meetings 80

12.2.

Public comments have been heavily restricted

12.2.1. The Board changed public comment requirements at the County’s July 2022 Meeting,

closing public comment sign up to 8:15 am the morning of Board meetings. 81 Editorial:
Putting the squeeze on public comment in Arlington? 82 notes:
Restricting opportunities for residents to comment on other public comments made and
placing greater restrictions on the public’s access to comment.

13. Whereas there is a lack of data transparency and accessibility as well as properly working systems

causing significant impediments to residents’ ability to view and participate in County activities in a
transparent way.

13.1.

County lacks data transparency and accessibility

13.1.1. FOIA Concerns raised over Open Data Portal and the County’s Award as a “Digital
Leader” are denied and dismissed by County Manager, who provided misleading
evidence, and is later called out.

In 2017, a former Arlington County commissioner noticed that Arlington County won an
award for The Top 5 Counties for Digital Government -- Arlington, VA #4. However, this
seemed wholly inappropriate given the state of the Open Data Portal and access to even
the most basic data. She wrote to the County Board and provided a few suggestions on
improving it. County Manager Mark Schwartz replied to those suggestions denying almost
all the issues that were shared and ignored the suggestions. She replied back to Schwartz
with details outlining how his reply was not only inappropriate for not acknowledging the
suggestions, but bordered on negligent for providing misleading screenshots of data
categories, which in actuality had little to no data associated with them as evidence that
the County had a functioning and relatively complete Open Data Portal 83

13.1.2. The Open Data Advisory Group (ODAG). The Open Data Advisory Group was a County
Manager Advisory Group created to enable the Arlington community to help inform
government policy development and decision making through the use of data-driven

https://sungazette.news/arlingtons-covid-state-of-emergency-to-end-in-midaugust/?fbclid=IwAR2qMsQb_tXvg652IFDOqjO_HhY0qAxwVdZ7CkFxsGENmWUg3oRQ0BggPJw
81
https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Departments/County-Board/County-BoardMeetings/Speaking-at-a-Monthly-County-Board-Meeting
82
https://sungazette.news/editorial-putting-the-squeeze-on-public-comment-in-arlington/
83
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-toakP1lXLgZqMThlW5y4510wfrIu3XETjFNP2jKXI/edit?usp=sharing
80
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analysis. However, this group has not met since 2019. All member appointment terms
have expired. 84 85
The County Manager is no longer receiving feedback to inform government policy
development and decision-making through the use of data-driven analysis. Additionally,
the privacy impact considerations are no longer being performed.

13.2.

County website redesign and associated problems make it harder for residents to find
information.
Arlington County migrated their website October 2021. At one point, the County was
working to fix their estimate of 6,634 links broken after the website redesign. Many
historic links remain broken as of September 2022. Staff and vendor did not appear to
utilize available tools commonly used for other large website migrations. Information
previously available is no longer accessible. Staff appears to be relying on public to
search for topics, such as the Columbia Pike Multimodal, Washington Boulevard Bike
Trail, or previous Form Based Code approved projects. This is violation of Arlington’s
published Open Data Principals and various efforts on transparency. 86 87 88 89
It is difficult for the community to find historic and other information. Additionally, links
in county documents and historic articles remain broken. This makes it more difficult for
the community to find information and conduct the research required for county
projects.

13.3.

Public-facing County Systems are released with significant errors causing
impediments for resident participation.

13.3.1. Summer camp registration and residential parking systems. The summer camp

registration systems are often released without adequate testing and/or correction of
errors. Additionally, the new residential parking system was built and released in a manner
that did not adequately import prior RPP records and permit information.
Summer Camp registration 90
Residential Parking Program 91

https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Commissions-and-Advisory-Groups/ODAG
https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Commissions-and-Advisory-Groups/ODAG/Members
86
https://www.arlnow.com/2021/11/16/broken-links-on-countys-new-website-still-frustrating-some-residents/
87
https://www.arlnow.com/2021/11/17/county-manager-apologizes-for-thousands-of-broken-links-on-newwebsite/
88
http://www.arlingtonconnection.com/news/2021/nov/10/letter-website-broken-arlington/
89
https://www.arlingtonva.us/Government/Topics/Policy
90
https://www.arlnow.com/2022/02/23/new-arlingtons-summer-camp-registration-system-melts-down-againdespite-changes/
91
https://content.govdelivery.com/accounts/VAARLINGTON/bulletins/3258914
84
85
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The community is unable to register and/or use the systems as needed to conduct County
transactions. The result is that the community wastes significant time and effort
unsuccessfully trying to conduct basic county/community business.

13.4.

County policies are not easily accessible or viewable to the public.

13.4.1. The County has not published all County policies and what is published is not easily

searchable and policies often conflict. The public is held to providing input on policies. The
Board creates policies Staff implements policies and the Board is tasked with monitoring
the implementation of policies. However, it is not easy for the community to find policies,
which are often buried in a lot of miscellaneous documents.

It is difficult for the community to locate and understand County policies, which is
required in order to provide issue input and feedback to the County. It is difficult for the
Board and Staff to know and understand policies in place and/or missing. It is difficult for
Staff to implement policies when they do not have a definitive source of all policies. It is
hard for the Board to monitor the implementation of policies when policies are not
understood.

13.5.

County delays or doesn’t fully utilize technology resources to provide greater
transparency.

13.5.1. The County has limited resources for livestreaming and YouTube. Staff and others use
unofficial resources. Furthermore, recorded videos sometimes have delays of multiple
months prior to being posted for the public.
Using unofficial YouTube accounts being used for official business
• YouTube account: kurtlarrick1 (Assistant Director of the Dept of Human Services)
92

•
•

YouTube account: ArlingtonCoVA 93
Arlington County Official YouTube Account 94

Lack of transparency, accountability and timely notification of County meetings. It is
difficult for County and community resources to find all of the relevant meeting material. It
is difficult for the County to comply with FOIA requests for this information when it is
dispersed.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N8TTpOPmf54
https://www.youtube.com/user/ArlingtonCoVA
94
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCa4MVjN_2slqln_Lu3rSHBA
92
93
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